Officials Card

Situation
A player/athlete is repeatedly questioning your decisions and is beginning to mock you in front of other players.

People involved
Yourself and the player.

Prior related events
You’ve repeatedly told the same player to stop talking and questioning your decisions and explained to him that the captain is the only player who you will discuss queries with.

Perceived behaviours
The player is arrogant and seems to be showing off in front of others.

Player/Coach/Supporter Card

Situation
Your side has just been penalised again for what you feel is a technicality. This ref seems to have it in for your team, while the other team gets away with everything.

How do you feel?
Pissed off as this ref doesn’t seem to know what they’re doing and seems to be picking on you personally as well. All you want is answers but they won’t give them to you.

Related information
Players on the other team seem to know the ref and the conversation between them is informal which makes you think the ref is biased.